
6 THINGS YOU SHOULD DO
AFTER FINISHING YOUR

DISSERTATION

Exploring a new topic can bring fresh clarity on
the questions that really interested you in your

dissertation research. Those can become stronger
through-lines in your book manuscript and will be

key to communicate when it's time to propose
your book to a publisher.

START A NEW PROJECT

BEFORE you revise it and submit it to publishers as a book

How-to books about writing and publishing (like
The Book Proposal Book!) can be a welcome rest

from reading academic research. They'll also
prepare you for manuscript revisions and the

publishing process you're about to embark on.

READ ABOUT WRITING

Sharing your work with others by giving
conference presentations or creating lessons for

students can help crystalize what you want to say
about it. You'll learn what framings land best with

your book's potential audiences.

PRESENT OR TEACH

You'll be more successful with your book pitch if
you carefully target the publishers who are most

likely to be interested in your topic and approach.
Get familiar with the presses that have put out

recent books in your area and start asking people
about their experiences publishing there.

RESEARCH PUBLISHERS

You probably had to stop reading at some point
in order to get your diss written. Now you can

catch up with what's been published in your field
in the meantime. Understanding the recent

books you're in conversation with will help you
situate your book and write your book proposal.

READ RECENT BOOKS

Publishing pieces of your diss research as articles
—or even simply sharing parts of your diss with a

peer writing group—can help you get a handle on
what other scholars find valuable in your work.

You can highlight these things in your book
manuscript and proposal.

GET FEEDBACK

getting some distance from your dissertation is crucial for gaining the
perspective needed to turn it into a successful book. 

When you're ready, THE BOOK PROPOSAL BOOK will help!
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